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Luther advised eLearning provider 

Fishing King on the entry of 

Afinum 

Cologne - Fishing King offers online courses on the subject of 

fishing. A private equity investor, Afinum, has now invested in 

the e-learning provider. The founder and CEO of Fishing King, 

Hubertus Massong, was advised by a team from Luther 

Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft. 

Fishing King, the largest German-language fishing school, prepares 

around 100,000 participants for the fishing exam online every year. 

With the entry of Afinum, this is to remain the case, core markets are 

to be strengthened and new markets are to be developed. A special 

focus in the future will be on sustainable fishing.  

Founder Hubertus Massong will continue to hold a stake in the 

company after Afinum's investment and will also remain managing 

director.  

On behalf of King Ventures GmbH: 

Dr Gregor Wecker (Corporate M&A), Falco Rohrberg (Corporate 

M&A), Katharina Müller (Labour Law), Dr Bela Jansen (Tax), Daniel 

Lehmann (IP/IT ), Franziska Neugebauer (IP/IT), Christoph 

Schauenburg (Finance) 

On behalf of Afinum: 

GLNS: Dr Ludger Schult (lead), Eva Bayer, Jennifer Blümlein (Private 

Equity/M&A), Dr Anselm Lenhard (Finance), Andreas Scheidle (Tax)  

Lubberger Lehment: Dr Benjamin Koch, Dr David Weller (IP/IT) 

Pusch Wahlig Workplace Law: Dr Marius Fritzsche (Labour Law) 
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pdrei Rechtsanwälte: Prof Dr Simon Bulla (Fisheries Law) 

Buntscheck: Dr Andreas Boos (antitrust law) 

 

Brief profile Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH  

Luther is a leading German commercial law firm that offers comprehensive legal and 

tax advice. The full-service law firm employs over 420 lawyers and tax advisors and 

is represented in ten German economic hubs as well as with ten of its own 

international offices in key investment locations and financial centres in Europe and 

Asia. Its clients include medium-sized enterprises and large corporations, as well as 

the public sector. 

Luther works closely with other commercial law firms in all the prevailing jurisdictions. 

Luther is a founding member of unyer (www.unyer.com), a global organisation of 

leading professional services firms that cooperate exclusively with each other. 

Luther Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH is a law firm with a business approach: our 

innovative awareness aspires us to provide our clients with customised legal advice 

that addresses individual needs and delivers the greatest possible economic benefit. 

All of Luther’s lawyers and tax advisors have a solid understanding of interdisciplinary 

matters and a wealth of experience in collaborating on complex tasks. Luther was 

named “Law Firm of the Year 2019” by the German legal publisher JUVE. Further 

information is available at: www.luther-lawfirm.com 
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